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the rosecomb bantam chicken pdf
A bantam (Indonesian: Ayam kate) is any small variety of fowl, especially chickens.Most large chicken breeds
have a bantam counterpart, sometimes referred to as a miniature.Miniatures are usually one-fifth to
one-quarter the size of the standard breed, but they are expected to exhibit all of the standard breed's
characteristics.
Bantam (poultry) - Wikipedia
The Pekin is a breed of chicken, and a Bantam which is based in China.The Pekin possesses a wealth of
feathering about their feet and legs, almost obscuring them. The breed is remarkably popular, and seems to
almost encompass the gamut of chicken colours.There is considerable debate concerning whether or not
Cochin Bantams are Pekins or miniature Cochins.
Pekin chicken - Wikipedia
Irish Poultry Breeders directory. Find a breeder near you selling the bantams, chickens, or ducks you're
looking for.
Irish Poultry Breeders. Directory of chicken and bantam
Leg Colour Genetics . The gene responsible for white skin is "W +".It is a dominant gene. The gene "w" is the
yellow skin gene, recessive to white. These gene alleles affect the "epidermal-outer layer", therefore
influence shank/sole colour.
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